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introduction

• Unlike pretty well everyone else here, I can
honestly say IANAL
– I’m a computer games designer

• My specialist field is virtual worlds
– Don’t worry, I shalL explain what these are

• Right now, virtual worlds are at the cuTting
edge of internet law
• This is because there is no precedent
whatsoever for them
– Or there is, but it denies its own validity..!

• Your chance to affect law-making forever!
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history

• Virtual worlds began with mud1 in 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

• Text-based, Up to 36 players simultaneously
• created right here at essex university
– Roy trubshaw and richard bartle (that’s me)

Ascii graphics

• Games soon appeared with primitive graphics
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• Island of kesmai, 1981
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2d graphics

• 2d graphical games showed up in the early 1990s

Kingdom of drakkar, 1992
•
• But in 1994 (immediately pre-WWW), 10% of aLl
internet traffic belonged to text muds

Ultima online

• Things changed with ultima online, 1997
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stats

• People pay a monthly fee to play ultima online
– $12.99 a month at the moment

• it garnered 100,000 subscribers within a year
• now, 8 years later, it has something like
170,000 subscribers
– After peaking at 250,000 in 2003

• It stiLl takes over $2,000,000 a month
– And it’s been running for nearly 100 months!

• Uo made regular computer gamers notice
virtual worlds
– And regular computer game developers…

everquest

• Ultima online ruled until everquest, spring 1999
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stats

• Everquest has around 420,000 subscribers
– That’s more people than iceland!

• Over $5,000,000 a month in subscriptions
• supports action figures and comics

• New releases are chaLlenging its crown
– Wow 350k, sw:g 275K, eq2 310K, daoc 250k, …

But elsewhere…

• Eq is just a pipsqueak compared to lineage

• Lineage (1997) has over 2 million players
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stats

• Lineage and lineage 2 have a combined
population greater than that of eire
– 2.1 million each

• 50% of the population of south korea have
tried lineage at least once
– Population of s. korea is ~48 million

• Other >1 milLion far eastern virtual worlds:
–
–
–
–
–

Legend of mir
Final fantasy XI
Mu online
Ragnarok online
Kingdom of the winds

architecture

• One final thing I need to explain is how these
“games” are implemented
• The game world is run on computers owned
and operated by the developer
– The developer runs many such “servers”
– Large games have 40-50, each made up of 4-10
computers, often partitioned GeographicaLly

• The server talks to the client software
that runs on each player’s pc
– accepts the player’s coMmands
– draws what the server telLs it to draw
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Ok, so the law…

• Now that I’ve given a brief overview of what
virtual worlds are, and why they’re becoming
noticeable, am I at last going to get onto
some LAW stuff?
• Yes!
–
–
–
–
–

Jurisdiction
property
Commodification
Intellectual property
Player rights

• Well, almost yes…

One last thing…

• This should be obvious, but just in case it
isn’t…
• Virtual worlds are not the real world
• Things ilLegal in the real world may be ok in
the virtual world
• It’s illegal for people to murder people
– but it may be fine for a character to murder a
character

• Any real-world illegal thing you can suggest, I
can counter with a reason why it might be
valid in a virtual world
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jurisdiction

• I know what you’re thinking…
– If someone is in America and they blaspheme at
someone in england on a server in canada,
which national law applies?

• This is relatively old hat, yes
– As is the fact that the server could be distributed
across several computers in several countries,
such that you don’t even know where the code is
being executed

• There’s more to it, though!
• In particular, there’s an argument that rl laws
have no jurisdiction at all!

Let’s play a game…

• I need two volunteers
• 1) Take it in turn to say words
• 2) take it in turn to say words on the same
subject (eg. UK city names)
• 3) take it in turn to say words on the same
subject (UK city names), where:
– You can’t repeat words
– Each word must start with the same letter that
ended the previous word
– Your opponent wins if you can’t think of a name
– Or if you say a name ending in M, R or Y
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play

• What this shows is a paradox about games
• You could have played the 3rd game under the
1st or 2nd set of rules, but you didn’t
• Only when additional rules were introduced
did your imagination let rip
– The extra rules made it more fun

• Too many rules would make it unfun, though
• When they play games, Players agree to RESTRICT
their behaviour in order to gain freedoms they
didn’t have when not restricted!
• Does this ring any bells?

rules

• Games, like legal systems, operate using rules
• While everyone obeys the rules, the game
works
– Technical term is “magic circle”

• When you break the rules, that’s cheating
• But Who has the authority to make the rules?
– Real life: “we, the people”
– Games: “we, the players”

• Games players obey rules for the same reason
citizens do – because they set the rules
– And they don’t have an army to enforce them
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Jurisdiction?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rw: we don’t like what you’re doing, stop it
VW: well we do like it, so why should we?
RW: you’re breaking the law
Vw: why do we have to follow your laws?
Rw: because this is a democracy
Vw: so’s this, and with 100% support
RW: if you don’t obey the law, we’ll lock you up
Vw: that’s tyraNny, not democracy!
RW: guards! OFf with their heads!
[more on this later]

property

• Now for something rather more concrete
• Characters in virtual worlds own things
within the context of the virtual world
– Swords, houses, magic wands, …

• Do the players own these things
• Do the players own the characters?
• At the time of writing, there’s a character from
Star Wars: Galaxies for sale on ebay for
$2,000
– This is actually about $500 more than the going rate
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widespread

• Also on ebay:
–
–
–
–
–

Gemstone IV level 96 ranger $911
World of warcraft level 60 rogue $899
Dark age of camelot level 50 cleric $800
Anarchy online 220 fixer $540
And hundreds more

• In-game currency also for sale
– Eve online 3 billion ISK $800
– Shadowbane 100 million gold $700

• Those are curRent bids – they’ll actually
seLl for more

Other sales

• Think about this a moment: people are paying
real money to buy imaginary money
• Also imaginary property:
– Mu online the 2 best excellent rings $450
– Anarchy online robust backpack $172.50
– Ultima online hat of the magi $164.99

• And imaginary real estate:
– Ultima online Vendor property next to bank $450

• In december an island for sale in project
entropia sold for $26,500
– That’s $26,500
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analysis

• Ebay is not the main marketplace
• Ige has 100 people in customer service alone
• Itembay makes more money in
coMmiSsions than all the virtual worlds it
services do in subscriptions – combined!
• If you add up all these sales of virtual goods,
they make for a combined GDP than that of
namibia
– They’ll overtake jamaica sometime this year

• Gdp per capita is on a par with that of
ruSsia

but

• The thing is, most virtual worlds ban virtual
object sales
• Main reason: it’s cheating
– The Monopoly example

• “I want to trade, you want to trade, we both
gain. What’s not to love?”
• It ruins the game for the 90% of players who
don’t trade in virtual goods, that’s what!
• But is such a ban legal?
– Every player signed an EULA accepting the ban
– The players don’t own what they’re selling anyway

• Or do they?
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commodification

• As far as some people are concerned, if it
loOks like a duck, walks like a duck and
quacks like a duck, it’s a duck
• Virtual goods look like real goods, are
traded like real goods, so real property
laws should apply
– And real tax laws?

• “there wasn’t a level 50 battlemage in the box
when I bought it. I made it, so it’s mine”
• Unfortunately, if this were true then virtual
worlds would die

implications

• If I bought a unique magic sword for $1,000 and
the next day the developer created 20,000
identical swords, could I sue?
• If I have inventory I could sell for $250,000
and the developer announces they’re going to
close the game, can I force them to stop?
– On march 15th 2004, ebay user shakti_122 paid $3,000
for an account on earth and beyond
– On march 16th 2004, Electronic Arts announced they
were closing earth & Beyond
– Ea Also announced they would not be licensing the
software to anyone
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Why would this be bad?

• If players could sue if they lost some of their
investment, virtual worlds could never evolve
– Every change affects someone adversely
– “Nerfing”

• Would rob designers of artistic freedom
– J. k. rowling could legalLy distress miLlions
by killing off HaRry potTer
– Why can’t virtual world designers upset a few
players who built their virtual houses on the slopes
of a volcano?

• Would be impoSsible to develop a game with
a theme such as “escape from colditz”

It gets worse

• Some players who “farm” gold or objects can
tie up the market
– If you want something, the only way to get it is
from another player who has a program running the
whole time getting it automatically

• Players want these people banned
– Chinese adena farmers in lineage 2

• Yet Dark age of camelot was sued for banning
accounts run by black snow
– A company running a gold farm out of tijuana
– Never went to court
• black snow didn’t pay their lawyers…
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Cottage industry

• For sale recently on ebay: one UO gold farm!

ip

• Virtual characters and objects are just
collections of BITS in a DATABASE
• But a painting is just a collection of ATOMS on
a canvas
• If I, as a player, create a character, do I own its
image?
• No, because I signed the eula saying I didn’t
• Yes, because I have moral rights to my ip
that I can’t sign away
– At least under eu law – i can in the usa

• “Microsoft doesn’t own stuff I write in
word”
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Why not let players keep ip?

• If players keep ip, they can control its use
– You can’t show my character in your
scrEenshots
– Don’t remove my character even though I stopPed
paying my subscription
– That advert for my car is my ip and you’ve
no right to deface it
– Pay me a royalty for rendering my character!
– Remove this whole area and all this
functionality I created
• (did I mention that players can add programming code and
objects to some virtual worlds?)

An Actual case!

• Ncsoft (who developed lineage) have a 2004 game
called city of heroes
• Set in a
home-grown
Comic Book
universe
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Character creation

• Coh has a powerful character creation
system

But…

• But marvel comics have sued ncsoft!
• Reason: It’s poSsible to create characters that
loOk like marvel characters
– Ncsoft doesn’t automatically filter them out
– (although it does filter out names, eg. wolverine)

• Very hard to filter by appearance
– Marvel have over 4,000 registered characters

• Has to be done manualLy
– Ncsoft found 11 violations from their 125K players
• And 5 of those were created by marvel themselves…

• But ncsoft claims copyright on user creations!
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Dumb marvel?

• If marvel win, they establish that meaningful ip
can be held in virtual characters
• So the next character that marvel creates had
better not match any of coh’s 125,000?
– Times up to 8, because each player gets 8 slots

• But why don’t they sue kids for dressing up
as spiderman? Or for drawing the
incredible hulk?
• It’s not like ncsoft are selLing these
characters
– It’s more like they’re selling a big box of crayons

also

• City of heroes isn’t the only game with a
powerful character creation system
• Star spangled kid (DC comics):
• DC
coH
second life
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Long standing

• This sort of thing has been going on for
decades
– Nearly every text mud has some character called
gandalf

• If marvel win, what other doors will open?
– There’s a character in morRowind who looks just
like my niece nicola

• Yet Ncsoft is claiming copyright on images
created by their players
– Even though creating copies of copyright characters
is against ncsoft’s eula

• Ok, that’s enough about property…

Rights of the avatar 1

• Raph koster’s thought experiment:
– What if avatars (characters) had rights?

• Redrafted U.S. bill of rights and
france’s declaration of the rights
of man in terms of avatars
– www.legendmud.org/raph/playerrights.html

• Actually, avatars have no rights
– koster was using the thought experiment to
see what rights players had
• This is therefore an oft-misunderstood paper!
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Rights of the avatar 2

• The original draft of the paper went
down like a lead zepPelin
• koster rewrote it as “advice to admins”
– Someone’s finger is on the power button
– What this someone says goes
– If this someone doesn’t provide a code of
conduct, their players deserve aLl they get
– Players should be consulted over changes
to the code of conduct, but can be ignored
– Codes of conduct should be fair and should
be applied fairly

Rights of the avatar 3

• So what does this mean in terms of actual
rights of players?
– Players have rights in the real world, of
which the vw is a part
– In considering rights, vws should only be
thought of in terms of being part of the real
world (so in-game stealing etc. can be ok)
– Developers can take their baLl home if
they like
– Players don’t have to play ball if they
don’t want to
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Freedom of speech 1

• Player rights can thus be summarised as
“if you don’t like it, leave”
• But what if they can’t leave?
– “hey, you addicted me, you have to accept
your responsibilities”

• Well tough luck! Freedom of speech
laws protect developers here
– But only in countries that have them

• And what about real-world harm?
– “a rape in cyberspace”

Freedom of speech 2

• if a vw developer deliberately killed a
character so as to traumatise its
player, that would be wrong
• unexpected context shifts can also fall
foul of the law
– Readers of harry potter have expectations
– Harry doesn’t get to smoke dope and shag
hermione (or vice versa)
– But if the book warned you on its cover
that it was x-rated, it would be ok?
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Common carrier

• Players also have freedom of speech
– Unfortunately, they can be rather tOo free…

• CoMmon carRier laws protect media
owners from the words of their users
– BT isn’t liable if you slander someone by phone

• But what if you abuse people in a vw?
– Vw will want to get rid of you asap
– But that means there’s an editing process
– Which in turn means common carrier laws
don’t aPply..!

Player rights

• Some suggestion that social capital makes
virtual worlds like a company town
• This Would mean developers can’t evict players
for what they say
• Players could therefore:
– Spoil the game’s setting
• Shout out socCer scores in a tolkien world

– Advertise other games
• Or, more likely, porn sites

– picket newbie areas
– Solicit votes for real-world elections
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Back to governance

• “Code is law”
– Lawrence leSsig
• actually quoting william j. mitchell

• The kind of law is “law of nature”, though,
not “law of the land”
• Some players feel that if the virtual world
doesn’t stop them from doing something, it
must be alLowed
– Because otherwise the developers could code it out,
right?

• No, they couldn’t. trivial example: profanity

Solution?

• Developers handle this by coding extra powers to
themselves
– “sure the code lets you do that, but you might
like to reconsider because it also lets me do
this!”
– Therefore they’re more like gods than governments
• Important: this is whether they like it or not!

• Moves to democratise virtual worlds are
therefore doOmed
– Someone is always a god

• But the real world is a stake-holder
– Players live in both the real and the virtual world
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Elsewhere 1

• There’s no case law in the EU or USA yet
• There is some in china and korea
– One guy sucCeSsfuLly sued to get his
stuff back after his account was hacked
• £780 in compensation plus £780 for mental
anguish

– A woman deleted her ex-boyfriend’s
character
• “I did it as revenge for breaking up with me”

– Sophos caught A Virus written specifically
to snaffle lineage pasSwords
– Server software stolen and cloned in china

Elsewhere 2

• Other near law suits
– Custody battles for virtual property
– Guilds ripPing oFf their members
– Customer service reps selling stuff they had
the powers to create from thin air

• Some specific-to-games legislation
– Thailand banned virtual world servers from
operating between 22:00 and 06:00
– Korea introduces rating system for virtual
worlds, and considers Pking as a factor
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summary

• This is my 49th slide, and I’ve barely
scratched the surface
• There’s a lot of work going on right now
in this area
– Legal scholars have embraced the study of virtual
worlds like no other field has
• Psychology, AI, gender studies, drama studies, sociology, …
– Actually, the geographers weren’t so bad

– Annual state of play conference at nyls

• As always, it’s a goOd time to be a
lawyer!
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